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WEAK
THE WHEEL
Tracklist:
1. The Wheel
2. Nothing but Numbers
3. I’m Lost
4. Intoxicated Society
5. Parachutes
6. Double Standard
7. Solitaire
8. Still Makes No Sense
Selling Points:
- Members of The Attack Of The Brain Eaters, Wild
Animals or Ulises Lima.

Weak is the new surprise fresh out of Madrid’s sewers, four riders of the Apocalypses
rescuing the echo of a genre they refuse to let die. “The Wheel” is their debut album
and it meets the standards expected from a punk rock band: speed, melody and social
criticism. The ingredients are many more though, so various and yet so simple, words
are too much and time is to short, so we’ll keep it concise.
Fanqui, Mérida, Fon and Tote are like cartoon characters with quite a few things to say,
but the fascination grows knowing that behind these names are solid careers with
other bands like The Attack of the Brain Eaters, Wild Animals or Ulises Lima, and that
this time they have joint energies in a project that has little or nothing to do with the
idea you could have of people that come from such different projects (specially when
choosing labels and styles of their own).

- You’ll like Weak if you like NoFX, Satanic Surfers
or Lagwagon

“The Wheel” doesn’t always rotate on the same axis, obviating the repetition that
comes with the abuse of easy chorus lines. Sweet melodies combine with bittersweet
lyrics while salty guitars blend with a furiously bitter rhythmic section. Different textures
and flavors that make this wheel a fantastic meal that’s easy to digest with a walk
through the mountains or on the beach, searching for warmth in the winter or cooling
off that summer heat.
Weaks’ first eight tracks are made for an audience that just pass their thirties and has
grown with references such as NoFX, Satanic Surfers or Lagwagon, but it’s also for new
generations that are just discovering the characteristic Swedish and Californian sound.
Even though the album is dressed from head to toe with a nineties sound that transports you inevitably to an era of acne and chocolate sandwiches, their songs are full of
realities that are so adult-like it’s almost scary to contemplate how easy it is to see your
face reflected in mirror they draw.
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